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Overcrowded Alps?

T here's a valley on the southern side of the Alpine watershed pushing
down to the lakes of Lombardy, that starts as a pine-flanked trench

and digs itself deeper between avenues of Swiss granite before broadening
and losing some of its beauty - though not all of its magic - just about
where its identity is finally abandoned in a Riviera-like atmosphere of sultry
warmth.

I was there again a few weeks ago at the tail end of a long dry summer,
sprawled in the crisp grass of an alp a couple of hours above the river.
Cicadas shrieked across the meadows and a stray breeze sighed; all else
was stilled and peaceful. The sweat of a steep climb through chestnut woods
dried on my shirt as I lay, chin cupped in hands, and gazed on one of the
finest scenes in all the Alps. In all of Europe.

Directly across the valley that sneaks out of Switzerland and into Italy
not far from here, a tributary valley cuts back into a wall of mountains I've
known for nigh-on 40 years. Where that tributary opens, way below where
I lay, a small stone-built village dragged sunshine from the shadows. Behind
it (but unseen from here) sub-tropical ferns and a lush forest growth fUled
the tributary's lower reaches, but my eye was teased away from that, led
through the valley and up, up, up to where granite fence-posts, vast slabs
and snow-trimmed summits scratched September blue. Memory, more than
visual clarity, outlined blades of rock like bayonet spikes, trim stiletto spires
and smooth-walled cirques towering over ancient moraines formed by
glaciers that no longer exist. On one of those moraines there's a mountain
hut of the SAC. Another stands on a mess of rock and scanty grass reached
by a path of unrelenting steepness; the two linked by as exciting a four
hour trek as you could possibly wish to tread.

All that was a backdrop, though, something on which to focus my gaze
while I breathed the fragrance of sun-dried vegetation, listened to the
stillness, and knew, for the umpteenth time that summer, that there was
nowhere else I'd rather be.

I've visited this alp numerous times over the decades. And never once
have I seen anyone else there, save one or other of the dairymen who spend
their summers 700 metres above the chestnut woods, beyond the reach of
electricity and piped water, grazing their cattle and making cheese on the
boundaries of heaven and earth. I guess climbers have passed through on
their way to some remote peak or other, and walkers (taking a wrong turn
perhaps?), and the occasional trekker lumbering down, knees aching with
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the steepness of the trail, from one of the passes that so thrilled Freshfield
100 years and more ago. But if they have, I've not seen them, and they've
left no more than a vague line in the grass to mark their passage - or that of
the dairymen. On second thoughts, it's probably a dairyman's trail, for this
is one of those alps upon Alps that the 21st century disowns. Thank God.

Spread across the heart of Europe, a magnet for every kind of tourist dream
and a snaking corridor for transcontinental traffic, is it any wonder that the
Alps have been wrecked, overcrowded, finished? Is it any wonder that
environmentalists wring their hands in despair, that crags above the road
to Chamonix were hung about with banners of protest at the reopening of
the Mont Blanc Tunnel?

The Alps are finished, overcrowded. Everyone knows that. Tarmac on
the Playground of Europe has destroyed its appeal, while mechanical
adornments, strung across the mountains for the benefit of downhill skiers,
have scarred the landscape beyond redemption. Bankers and businessmen
call it the inevitable tide of progress. it is, after all, simply part of the process
of supply and demand, and who but the romantic would argue with that?

Ruskin was one such romantic who, almost ahead of his time, tried to
use his influence to warn of the dangers that engineers could bring to the
mountains. Leslie Stephen abhorred the arrival in the Alps of the railways,
while Martin Conway acknowledged that 'each generation makes of the
world more or less the kind of place they dream it should be; and each
when its day is done is often in a mood to regret the work of its own hands
and to praise the conditions that obtained when it was young.' Did they
whisper into the wind?

The Alps have had their day. Our Victorian forefathers explored, mapped,
wandered and celebrated a range that no longer exists, for not only has
man's heavy hand reshaped the range with drill, concrete and steel, but the
price of global warming has been paid in diminishing glaciers, vanishing
snowfields, and collapsing rock.

Then, of course, there are the crowds. Brought by plane, train, coach and
car, in ones, twos and by the score, to ski, gaze, or simply to climb - to be
uplifted by a wonderland of natural beauty, and turn away refreshed. At
what cost? (Yet each man kills the thing he loves.) Overcrowded huts, queues
forming before dawn for the first cablecar of the day, ropes racing one
another on routes that not so long ago were climbed maybe once in a season.
Familiarity, if not breeding contempt, has a habit of reducing one's sense
of awe. Should we really feign surprise on hearing of those for whom the
Alps at one time were the height of ambition, but who now scorn the same
mountains for their busyness, their attraction to list-tickers and lack of
challenge? Having taken their fill they turn away in despair. And who can
blame them?
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90. The Oeschinensee with Bliirnlisalphorn. (Johanna Merz)
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Summer, two years ago. Though the rope may be left hanging in the loft,
seduction by the Alps is strong as ever. So with my wife I leave Sargans
with remnants of rain cloud flicking a tail over the hills. Sixteen passes are
on our list as we set out for Montreux, and it's not until we emerge on the
Surenenpass five days later, with Titlis looming ahead, that we see more
than two other people. Until now we've glimpsed the odd shepherd or
herdsman, but on some days we've seen no one at all between leaving our
overnight base and checking in at the next village, a pass or more and a
day's activity away. We've had modest hotels and matratzenlagerto ourselves,
seen no mechanised aid, and looked on scenes of unfussed quiet beauty
that to me represent the reality of the Alps as much as the Matterhorn
viewed from the Riffelsee.

Between Engelberg and Murren we traipse across the knees of the
Oberland and have company on predictable sections. Then numbers
dissipate like morning mist in the rising sun. Griesalp to Kandersteg; no
one else in sight except at the Blul1)lisalp Hut. Then on to Adelboden 
alone, as are the days beyond.

When was this? Out of season? No, August. In the previous weeks I'd
been guiding small groups in Mayrhofen, Chamonix and Zermatt, and
things were very different there. But this is the crunch. If you want the Alps
of fame and visual drama, the routes that others admire, then by all means
flock to Chamonix, Zermatt, Grindelwald, Cortina. You'll not be dis
appointed unless, that is, you dream of solitude day by day.

But even then, and at the height of summer, it's still possible to spend
hours alone in the most amazing landscapes unguessed by those who
continue to tread the known way. Although it would be disingenuous to
ignore the huge environmental problems faced by the mountains of Europe,
and the danger of loving the Alps to death, the pioneering spirit can still be
satisfied close to the best-known places in the heart of the continent, even
now in the 21st century. All one needs is an enquiring mind, a map, and an
ability to 'read' the country. Anyone who loves the mountains for what
they are, rather than what fashion, fame or notoriety have attached to them;
who cares more for solitude than crowded familiarity, for the little-known
as much as for the famous, will find among the Alps more than enough to
satisfy a lifetime of adventure.

Forty years on, I dream of the coming summer and plan my Alpine
campaign with the eager anticipation of youth.
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